Affordable and stable housing is a critical need. There are more than 100 Public Housing Authorities (PHAs) in Illinois, yet thousands of families are not able to access public housing. Currently, each PHAs sets their own — and often widely differing — admissions criteria and enforce different rules and regulations for granting housing to people with criminal records. Lack of access to housing for people with records increases the risk of homelessness and recidivism.

The Public Housing Access Bill (SB1980 HFA2) creates standards for Illinois Public Housing Authorities to use in the criminal background screening process. SB1980 HFA2 improves equity and access to public housing and decreases recidivism by ensuring that every PHA has a criminal background screening process that includes:

► No wait period after being released from incarceration;
► A lookback period of 6 months from the date of application;
► Limits PHAs from considering records that did not lead to a finding of guilt, expunged or sealed records, or juvenile records;
► Requires every person that falls within the lookback period must have an opportunity to present their mitigating circumstances before denial due to criminal background;
► Requires that each PHA keep records on the number of people who were in the criminal legal system who apply for public housing; and
► Establishes an internal reviewer to examine criminal history reports, identify eligible offenses for consideration, and share only the relevant records with the public housing authority decision-makers.

2 Under federal guidelines, Housing and Urban Development (HUD) requires that local PHAs ban people on the sex offender registry and people who have been convicted of manufacturing methamphetamines on public housing property. These are the only lifetime bans designated by HUD.
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